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The recall advertisement should: 

be at least two columns in width, with a suggested minimum size of 10 by 
12 centimetres 

use the example hatched border with the safety triangle in the upper left-
hand corner—this is an internationally recognised safety symbol 

use a font size of at least 10 point for the print in the advertisement 

include the words ‘Product Safety Recall’ prominently at the top of the 
advertisement 

include the words ‘See www.recalls.gov.au for Australian Product Recall 
Information’ at the base of the advertisement. 

Guidelines for preparing publicity material 
All publicity material should include the following information: 

a clear description of the product, including the name, make, model 

distinguishing features, batch or serial number 

a drawing or photograph of the product if available 
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DUBLIN ONYX HELMET

The manufacturer of Dublin Onyx helmets 
wishes to voluntarily recall all Black or White 
basic Dublin Onyx helmets for inspection due 

to a possible manufacturing fault.

The outer shell is coming away from the foam 
inner mould due to insufficient gluing at point 
of manufacture. This problem affects only the 
basic Dublin Onyx Helmet in Black & White 
(item codes: 441218 – 441241) and does 

not affect Purple Onyx helmets, wick lined or 
leather harness versions.

The problem only affects stock made in 
China, not previous stock made in New 

Zealand. You can identify if your helmet was 
made in China by looking for the internal 
sewn in label with “Made in China” on the 

reverse side.

If you have purchased this item since 
December 1st 2009, please contact the store 
of purchase urgently to arrange inspection of 

your helmet.


